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Cyber Security

Cyber Security as a Service (CSaaS) - Matrix of Deliverable Options 
Nine23 aim to deliver value for money and build trust as a supplier, we do this by delivering advice and guidance that can be acted on 

immediately, either by in-house resource or by outsourced suppliers or by Nine23 staff. The matrix of CSaaS below is to enable clients 

to start small and build open as required.

Advisory   

     • Cyber Strategy 

• Risk Review 

• Portfolio Optimisation 

• Roadmap & Sequence 

• ISO Strategy 

• Zero Tust

Nine23 provide cyber security solutions and services to enable the frontline end-users to use technology securely in 

today’s workplace. Today’s end-user expects to operate at work in the same way they do at home – consumer simplicity 

with enterprise security. We passionately believe that you, the customer, and end-user should be at the heart of 

everything we do and be empowered to use technology as you need, with confidence in the secure protection you expect.

• Tool Selection & Implemtation 

• Supply Chain Risk & Assurance 

• Policy Creation

• Automation

• Framework Adoption - ISO, CAF, NIST, CSF

• ISO Implementation

• Cyber Security Managed Service

• Fully Managed Security Operations 

Centre (SOC)

• Fully Managed Detection & Response 

(MDR)

• Secure UK Sovereign Private Cloud 

Platform FLEX

Design, Develop & Deliver                        Managed Services   

Nine23 fully understand and endorse the value and need for cyber security as a business enabling rather than a business constraint. 

Through our vast experience of working with national and local clients and partners, we have consistently achieved the highest levels 

of accreditation and assurance from national bodies and organisations to provide confidence that the systems we develop can be used 

at highly classified levels of cyber security.

Our Operating Model

To assess the applicability and viability of Zero Trust implementation within the environment, we assess current ways of working, 

partnering models, infrastructure provision and business priorities as the context. The technical assessment would focus on, but not 

limited to: 

Zero Trust 

• Time - Locatation

• Users - Authentication 

• Devices - Network Access

• Access Control 

• Digital Services

• Policy Enforcement 

• Encryption 

• Application Controls 

• Data Stores

The output from this process would be two reports summarising the Zero Trust concepts for wider stakeholder consumption and 

outlining the technical measures that would need to be implemented to deliver a broader Zero Trust implementation with indicators of 

the complexity of delivering them within the client environment.

Supply Chain
Our team will help model your supply chain and understand the risk it poses to your business operations from a criticality, business 

continuity and reputational damage perspective. We can then propose an audit and assurance regime across these suppliers, 

proportionate to the risk posed as a combination of technical monitoring and formal audit activities. 

If desired, we can also undertake some of these audit activities leaving your own teams to audit our activities in an “audit the auditor” 

model designed to increase confidence across the supply chain.

Our proven operating model is: Define, Build and Manage = Enable the End User 

By adding value, reducing risk whilst maintaining transparency, we incorporate Cyber Security within every part of our propositions. 

Whether we support your internal Cyber Security team or take full ownership, we are a partner that works with you at every stage.


